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Boil all the classic action films in the list of the top 10 is not an easy task. There will always be some movies that don't do it for one reason or another, but the goal here is to find those 10 movies that have withstood the test of time in the genre (by one notable, new exception). So if you're a gunman addict, here are 10 movies you should see. 1. Raid: Ransom
(2011) Raid: Ransom | Source: Sony Pictures Classics This is the youngest film on this list in nearly 20 years, but it's been enough time that The Raid: Redemption deserves a place on this list as a modern classic and one of the best fighters ever made. Featuring a star-studded performance by Iko Uwais - who helped choreograph the film's fight scenes in
the style of Indonesian martial arts, the pageant silat - the film perfectly matches his frenzied action with a camera work that serves to illuminate and doesn't detract from tough martial arts scenes. If you think it's too early to put Raid: Redemption on the list of the biggest action movies, it's time to check it out and see what all the fuss is about. Seven Samurai
(1954) Seven Samurai | Source: Criterion Collection Seven Samurai is generally considered the greatest film by legendary director Akira Kurosawa, but what may get lost in the discussion is that it is also one of the greatest action films ever made. In terms of the storyline, the film directly influenced many of the films that built their story around a group of
different individuals coming together for one purpose. Technically speaking, Kurosawa pioneered the use of long, TV lenses for action packed scenes so he could use more than one camera at a time to immerse the audience in action. Aliens (1986) Aliens | Source: 20th Century Fox The first two films in the Alien franchise form an imposing one-two punches.
While the first film, Alien, is easily one of the greatest horror movies of all time, James Cameron's next aliens are one of the greatest fighters of all time. Instead of trying to remake elements that made Alien classics (one alien and lack of combat experience), Cameron pushed the sequel in the opposite direction, introducing a team of formidable soldiers and
an army of aliens, not to mention the huge alien queen. Cameron said one of his main inspirations for the film was the Vietnam War - specifically the idea of a group of skilled and heavily armed soldiers going against forces in a hostile external environment. 4. Predator (1987) Predator | Source: 20th Century Fox At First Glance, Predator seems like a funny
movie — the unions of some of Hollywood's greatest muscles are teaming up to take down an alien with dreadlocks. However, the conceptual purity of the film is its greatest strength. The film has an action from start to finish amid a sminging, oppressive jungle that is beginning to feel just as dangerous as an alien. Add in Stan's iconic predator design and a
performance from Arnold Schwarzenegger at the top of his game and you have such a classic action film that you can put on once a month or two and never get tired. 5. Terminator 2: Judgment Day (1991) Terminator 2: Judgment Day | Source: TriStar Pictures Terminator 2: Judgment Day is one of those movies that always finds itself at the top of the list.
Ode to an earlier era in Hollywood action movies, Terminator 2: Judgment Day is filled with action packed scenes dominated by breathtaking practical effects and stunt work. Yet what really makes the film stands out is its emotional depth as three completely different characters come together to try to avoid an apocalyptic future. 6. Wild bouquet (1969) Wild
bouquet | Source: Warner Bros. Sam Peckinpah Wild Bunch may seem relatively tame by today's action standards, but there's no getting around the film's stylistic influences. The history of aging outlaws on the Texas-Mexico border explodes in the finale with impressive body count and a number of revolutionary (at the time) techniques including slow motion,
rapid cuts and polygonal shooting. So for any fans of modern fighters, Wild Bouquet is definitely worth a look to see the origins of the action equipment still in use today. 7. Hard Boiled (1992) Hard boiled | Source: Golden Princess Film Production When it comes to gunman subgenrus, where gun battles look like a choreographed dance and a gun in each
hand is essential, no film comes close to director John Vu's Hard Boiled. The film begins with an action packed scene in a teacull that sees our hero glide down a bannister while firing two guns. Later, the film reaches nirvana's action in a shootout at the hospital, which includes a two-and-a-half minute tracking shot. While the argument can be made that the
other two modern classics are Vu, The Assassin and the Bullet in the Head tell a more satisfying story, and can't boast the sort of masterful action scene seen in Hard Boiled. 8. Mad Max 2: Warrior Road (1981) Mad Max 2: Warrior Road | Source: Warner Bros. While the newest addition to the Mad Max series, Mad Max: Fury Road is probably good enough to
make this list, it feels like it takes a little longer before that decision is made. Until then, we'll go with the previous series high: Mad Max 2: Road Warrior. Featuring the same frenzied film to be seen in Fury Road, The Road Warrior reflects director George Miller's immense talents on a smaller budget. In fact, when watching the final action scene in The Road
Warrior, it's easy to see how it may have served as a blueprint for Fury Road, which came decades later. 9. Die Hard (1988) Die Hard | Source: Fox's The Die Hard franchise continues to live to this day, but no film will ever match the highs of the first film in the series. Bruce Willis, formerly known as a TV comedy actor, became a bonafide movie star after
Movie. Die Hard shows actor going up against a host of enemy enemies himself — and famously without shoes on most of it. Featuring a non-stop action film, an iconic villain played by the late Alan Rickman, and Willis John Maclane's famous sarcastic picture, Die Hard is just as important as the film can be in the action genre. 10. Indiana Jones and raiders
of the Lost Ark (1981) Indiana Jones and Raiders of the Lost Ark | Source: Paramount Pictures Forget the gunman genre - Indiana Jones and Raiders of the Lost Ark are among the greatest movies of all time. Featuring Harrison Ford as Indiana Jones in one of the actor's most iconic roles, director Steven Spielberg's animated adventure film simulator
continues to be unconditional. From the opening scene, which sees Iddy swinging a precious idol and almost being crushed by a giant boululd to Nazi soldiers melted by the power of the Ark, raiders of the Lost Ark are one of those films you can watch over and over and still find yourself excited by what you see. Leave the entertainment cheat sheet on
Facebook! There are hundreds of free action movies online that you can stream just minutes from the comfort of your own home through a free movie site, or on the go from a tablet with a free movie app. Most militant websites allow you to watch movies by subcategory, the most popular and recently add-ons. This makes it very easy to find a gunman that
you can enjoy immediately. Some of the action movies you'll be able to stream for free include Beverly Hills Ninja, Code, Patriot, Blackout, Boy Wonder, Split Second, and Elite, as well as more. Crackle has a large assortment of dozens of fighters. You can see the action movies recommended by Crackle, view them all on one page, and filter action movies
to the date they were added to the list. Below are just a few of the action movies we've been able to watch for free in Crackle: Beverly Hills Ninja, The Patriot, The Code, La Femme Nikita, Dante's Peak, Vantage Point, Lockout and Dead Man Down. There are also some free TV shows under the action genre, such as Chosen, Blue Exorcist, R.O.D. TV and
Detergents. Yidio has many films in several different genres, and from many different online sources. Movies can be filtered by title and rating, such as R, G, or PG-13. Choose Free as source and action from the genre section to find films such as Alien Convergenation, Kidnapping, War of the Worlds 2: Next Wave, Olympus Dropped, 13 Assassins, Hunt for
Murder, and Drunk Master. Vudu is a great source for free action movies because there are high quality options and many movies that you're probably already familiar with. Some of the most watched free-to-action movies on Vudu include Journey 2: Mysterious Island, Shanghai Noon, Enemy of the State, Die Another Day, Empire State, Drive, Dukes of
Hazzard: Inception, and Wraith. Some movies on Vudu are only available for the price. To make sure you're only viewing a free action filter them only with free movies. Many other free action movies are available through Popcornflix. Some examples include Evolution, 24Seven, AI 187, Mighty Kong, and The Exodus of Mankind. While there are more than
250 free action movies here, you can't sort the list by popularity or recently added, so you'll just have to scroll through it or search by name. Another source of hundreds of free fighters is Tubi. This site is easy to use, offers HD movies, includes subtitles, and works in full screen mode. The last time we visited Tubi, fighters like them were available for free
streaming: Contract Killer, Born to Raise Hell, Murder Hunt, Phantom, Centurion, Titanic 2, End of Days, and Kill the Switch. There are thousands on thousands of videos on YouTube, along with movie trailers, TV shows and even movies. However, because movies are not categorized by genre, you can't filter them to find only fighters. Several fighters we've
seen on YouTube include Gone, Gun Street, The Spirit, Lord of war and 6 Bullets, though there's still plenty found. Pluto TV has always on, live TV channel screening action movies all day, every day. You can watch these movies right now on your computer, TV, or mobile device without creating a user account. Another way to find free movies on Pluto TV is
through their long list of on-demand movies. This is different from the live TV option because you can start, stop, fast forward, etc., just as you can when watching a recorded movie. These are some of the free on-demand movies on Pluto TV: Congo, K-19: Widower, Layer Cake, International, Score, Four Feathers, CA$h, Sinners and Saints, Maximum
Impact, Windtalkers, and 6 Ways to Die. Thank you for let us know! Tell us why! Why!
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